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Hortus Malabaricus is a 12-volume

treatise on the plant wealth of Malabar published

in Latin language during the period 1678-1693

from Amsterdam. This book on the 742

important plants of Malabar, includes detailed

information on over 700 of the most famous

traditional medicinal plants of the region, the

diseases to cure which they are used and the

methods of preparation and application of the

drugs. The book was compiled by Commodore

Hendrik Adriaan Van Rheede, the then Dutch

Governor of Cochin. The most famous physician

of Malabar of those days, Collatt Vaidyan (Dr.)

Itty Achuden whose ancestors were traditional

medical practitioners continuously for over a

thousand years, have certified in his native

language (Malayalam) in his own hand writing

the veracity and authenticity of these medicines.

This certificate has also been authenticated in

two Latin certificates by the Secretary and the

Official Interpreter of the Dutch East India

Company in Cochin.

Van Rheede was assisted in this gigantic

venture by a large number of local plant

collectors, illustrators, engravers and other

experts. The book took more than 25 years for

its completion, even with the full support of the

Maharaja (King) of Cochin. The names of two

illustrators and engravers of the book are

known, as mentioned alongside two of the

illustrations printed in the book. The medicinal

information on plants, their curative virtues, etc.

were dictated by Itty Achuden in his native

tongue Malayalam from which it was translated

into Portuguese and then into Dutch for the

benefit of Van Rheede and other Dutch experts.

From this it was rendered into Latin and the

final text was checked and edited by eminent

Latin scholars and Professors of Medicine in

the universities of Amsterdam and Leiden.

The names of all the Dutch collaborators

are given in the various Volumes of the book.

Due to the massive effort involved, Volumes 1

to 6 were edited by different Editors. For the

last six volumes, from Vol. 7 to Vol.12 the

complicated task of editing was taken up and

successfully completed by the eminent Medical

Doctor Abraham van Poot. In 1684 Van Poot

had published a voluminous work in Amsterdam

on the persecution of Hungarian protestant

ministers that had occurred in 1675. Two verses

are found included in Vol. 9, by two Hungarians,

Miklós Tótfalusi Kis and Miklós Apáti,

appreciating and lauding the scholarly editing

work done by Van Poot. However, Hortus

Malabaricus, or any direct literature about it,

or on Botany in general, contain no other

references about these Hungarians. The present

paper is an attempt to find out how these two

Hungarians came to be connected with Hortus

Malabaricus, a book on the medicinal plants of

Malabar of India.

Introduction
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Encomium: on Abraham van Poot, by Miklós Tótfalusi Kis.

Latin original published in 1689 (Van Rheede), appearing on pages ix to xi in Volume 9 of the

first English translation in 2003 (Manilal)

Encomium: Concerning Malabar Garden for

The noble rustication of Dn. Abraham van Poot,

The most erudite as well as the most illustrious

most celebrated and to be most celebrated Doctor of Medicine.

Ah! How much can a mortal breast comprehend!

What great things you hold when the innate disposition

Takes you to the place of retreat!

What great things your efforts grasp!

Very many skilled attention over various diligent

What have they undertaken without cares

Finally the things undertaken crowned with wreaths

What bounteous wealth of resources Nature lavishly pours out!

With these they give delicious rewards stirring up

The seeds concealed beneath the ground

Is there any other writer like him who with such painstaking labour

Nourishes and cultivates Malabar Garden

So that it spreads throughout the world his herbs

Now the burden of such great work has already wearied out many others

But he took up on himself alone on his shoulders and neck

Most recent labours also when brought to him

Whence progress (of the work) being resumed

Work rejoices and is happy, Blessed Patrono

The toil is in his own hands and is ablaze

Of structure so magnificent with time becoming delightful

The same thing to be sublimely adorned at the pinnacle with wreath

You, Great man, whoever sees you and your

Labours stand out aghast with astonishment

That famous Hercules is your inspiring spirit

When you are surrounded by many labours

Look at the wonderful diligence shown in various directions

When crowded on all sides with cares of things to be done

In the midst of such crowded programmes of your own accord

You sent for more new ones to be undertaken so that

Pleased with burden already taken up

That palm of yours may be fresh to be applied to more works

You seem to take delight in the accumulation of labours upon labours

In your work you may be united with many others

But what you alone can, hardly be accomplished as well by others

How praiseworthy such skilfulness of yours!

You cultivate the ploughed fields with

Solicitously selected medicinal plants arranged close together

But let them not grow only in selected healthy fields
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As glorious beauty for the body only

With your extreme care for the infirm mind

Let there be a sound mind too and

mens sana in corpore sano

(Sound mind in a sound body)

And let your brilliant science be a beacon light for a vigorous life

Here is the book, in writing and editing it you toiled

Day and night; here I offer you the book

You can rejoice as you take your well earned rest

The very first volume of history is offered to you

You don’t stick on to things present and close by

(As many do); you cast your eyes at far away places

As far as the shores of Pannonis

Besides the books which you yourself compose and edit

Many other works are there to see the light

Or books which by chance are not found in our libraries

Your nutritional care again restored it

That care again carries it and publishes, spreads it far and wide

What more is there to add? You are indefatigable in work

Very little rest for the eyes, for the mind hardly any

You withdraw the wakeful eyes and thus tackle the sleeplessness

Your intention being to serve the sacred Republic

In whatever way possible

And seek the glory you deserve by these rewards

Well done! Your reward? What reward can be estimated

For such great writings as yours.

If any one values your great writings in terms of silver and gold

He is an iniquitous judge to confer on a writer like you

Silver and gold which are nothing but useless sandy ballasts

Oh Tagi (etrurirn deity), sing your praises on these writings

And confirm on many writers your gifts

What you send to India and beyond is

Riches of your own writings, real gems

Journey courageously undertaken can take you

As far above as the stars

No ill will towards to anyone finds a place in you

Present fame may withdraw, but honours follow beyond the absent

With many writings to your credit you are

Sufficiently known to the world

You live everywhere.

Miklós M. Tótfalusi Kis, Hungarian

Master of Arts and Literature.
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Appreciative verse offered by Miklós Apáti.

Latin original published in 1689 (Van Rheede), appearing on pages xiii to xvii in Volume 9

 of the first English translation in 2003 (Manilal).

To the most celebrated and all round erudite man

Dn. Abraham van Poot, Eminent Medical Doctor

offering Malabar Garden to the Public

To Our Lord deserving our veneration for ever.

Endowed with an innate splendour of the mind

More penetrating than a flash of lightning

He longs for arduous things to be given to him

Here is Poot: by a kind of divine wisdom

He grasps in acute vision everything

Like a honey bee taking in honey in the valley

A Medicus as he is, his ingenuity knows no bounds

Just as for Alexander the whole earth was not too vast for conquest

By the dexterity of his inborn spirit and of the pen

He emerges more sublime blowing away any smoke of envy

Wonderful, it seems to me your variegated virtues:

Care, toil, kindness, skill, all these stand out

You hold within your care arable lands, Great Man

Lands your sacred field, so to say, of weapons to wield

And Alma Historia has not escaped your embrace

For recently we saw how your auspicious hands

Have disposed of the inauspicious destruction of Hungary

I am a witness of the Great Works.

In it favourable mention is made of victory gained

Your house holds many examples of this sort

You are engaged in an uphill task

You are by your arduous task tending

Towards the double horned Parnassus

What prevents you from taking up more heavy burdens of love?

Is it journey? I believe that labour of Hercules and

Rough experiences of life and hard care undertaken

Do not sit lightly on you, But stand firm!

For persistent labour subdues everything

Through sea, through land

Everything is helpful to everything else

And fortune favours us with such great success

If we are willing to put our own efforts

Such that no pen can describe

Behold, we have to go on toiling, because night comes

This is your Sparta

Feed the flock of Christ in whatever way you can

We also are not given the same sort of function to do

To each one is given duties according to his age
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The face of the earth is of different colours

Nature presents diverse parts

The year itself consists of four successive seasons

Spring follows winter solstice

Spring receives sweltering heat of summer

After Summer comes Autumn, which soon snow covers

In this fashion Nature knows how to serve

There surges to you Praise and Honour

Undelectable by any age in Thorus

In Forums as far as the Poles

I don’t think there is on you greater burden

Nor do I think greater stability of honour

Rests upon any other man in this life

Virtue publicly manifest as same

Can be beneficial and open out to others

Undoubtedly the care of sacred things is fruitful

Through the seething waters of the sea

Through flowers, through Thyma tree it flies

Like the honeybee taking in fragrant honey from the Thyma

This is the reward of virtue cherished at heart

It spreads radiance over the earth

For it cannot set any limit

Over the ocean it goes, joins various kinds of works

Deteriorating base things vanish

What is buried under the soil springs up and

Appear as tree soaring up in the air

Thus the sacred are neither silent

Nor do they admit of set boundaries

The eagle knows not to generate weakling doves

The sacred do not produce unclean hands

Hence the care taken by Poot

His merit and labour are steadfast virtue

He dares to send abroad permitted flowers

Tell me to which place especially?

Malabar is the chosen place

It is the Garden of Malabar which sustains them

Now both hands of Poot are extremely free

What do they do there ever watchful?

Let the question be put to the Master (Herus) himself

A bounteous favour? For noble is the Garden (Hortus)

Put orders! For with him God Himself is at hand

To help him to carry on the work

Mother Earth has undertaken ample works

Here are, to gather up in bunches

Roses, Lapathum and Melathium

There are seeds for him to care one by one

Adrachnes he can have, or Daucus, Ammum
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Apiastrum, Urticum, Alicastrum

Diverse kinds of seeds too he can have

Seeds he saw in a heap, all mixed up, unclassified

He picks up each one apart and each one is given its name

It is a difficult task, I admit

Subject to one man alone as he had

He holds the weight of burden

Besides him very many skilful Medici

Wrote treatises by sweating over them

But he alone completes so as to secure degree, how wonderful!

Tenderness, skilfulness, cares, all together in one accord

Resound to declare: the man is praiseworthy!

This work too will declare his praise.

I don’t want this work to be extolled by many.

Have a look at the Opus first, then look for what you wish

It will give you both.

Go in with the good bees, Most Celebrated Doctor Poot

Be to you alone the care

Be it to you alone to finish this work (book)!

In the meantime you may thrive with your

Charming tenderness and devotedness to hard toil,

Doctor unique and harmonious!

But no effort can be happy and helpful

No united deliberation fruitful

Unless God Himself is there to help us with His Grace:

You God, Omnipotent Creator, Single, Alone

Without another over the earth

Eternal Judge, be close to us without end!

Be at hand with Your gifts to the one who sings Your praise

Lift up Your Head among the dense clouds!

Supreme Father, let the Doctor live long years of Nestor

For he desires You and Yours only-

Lead me Supreme Guide

Not without me and through me he redoubles

Without You as Guide he will be dust

O God, hear the man! Preserve his labours in

Ingenious amplexus, through the days he merited

O God, protect this man! Receive him singing Your voice

Cherish him with nectar of Love! Amen!

L.M.Q. Levidensem hunc Carminum Apparatum

Amstelodami fudit

Miklós Apáti, Hungarian from Debrecen.
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Miklós (Nicholas) Kis was born 1650

in Misztótfalu (Tãuþii de Jos), Transylvania, a

well-to-do agrarian township of about 1200

people at the time. (Translylvania was a

sovereign principality where, as well as in the

Kingdom of Hungary, the majority of the

inhabitants were Hungarians.) His proper name

is M. Tótfalusi Kis Miklós (non anglicized form).

Kis received his public and high school

education at the highly acclaimed “Schola

Rivulina” in Nagybánya (Baia Mare) and his

College degree at the College of Nagyenyed

(Aiud), where in 1673, he entered post graduate

studies for Theology. Having spent nearly

twenty years with his studies, Nicholas Kis was

ready to go for higher education. It was

customary from the middle ages onward for

Hungarian scholars, artists, and craftsmen to

broaden their education by going to work in

foreign countries, mostly in Austria, Germany,

France, Italy, Belgium, and The Netherlands.

Nicholas Kis who took religious orders

and became a teacher, was asked by Bishop

Mihály Tofeus, to get information about, and

training in the techniques of book publishing and

about the possibility of printing a Hungarian

Bible in Amsterdam. Kis left Transylvania in

August, 1680 and arrived in Amsterdam in the

middle of October. During those periods, due

to the Dutch climate of tolerance, book

publishing was flourishing there. Many books

about religion, philosophy and science that

might have been deemed controversial abroad

were printed in the Netherlands and exported

to other countries. Thus during the 17th Century

the Dutch Republic was more and more like the

publishing house of Europe.

On his arrival in Amsterdam, Kis made

contact with both the Elzevir and the Blaeu

companies, and made all efforts to learn and

document the technical complexities of the

various trades involved in the production of

books. Under the careful guidance of Dirk

Voskens, a master craftsman, Kis learned his

new trade of engraving and punch-cutting in

which he became such a famous expert that

Cosimo de Medici, the Grand Duke of Tuscany,

offered him a position at his court. Kis however

declined the offer, determined to spend the rest

of his life designing and printing bibles and other

books in Transylvania. In Amsterdam, in

addition to his type design and punch-cutting

masterpieces, he produced the Hungarian Bible

(Szent Biblia, 1685), the St. David Hymn Book

(Szent David kiralynak soltari, 1686), and the

New Testament (A mi Urunk Jesus Christusnak

Uj Testamentoma, 1687). After he returned to

Transylvania in 1689 he also published many

books for children.

As a gifted punch-cutter Kis designed

several types. These were beautiful and easy to

read Roman text fonts with great matching

italics. His most famous type is “Adobe Janson”

which is one of the most popular types used

throughout the world today. The name Janson

was given to it after Anton Janson, who was its

presumed designer. In 1950s it was discovered

that the credit was incorrectly given to Janson

and that the man who had actually designed the

type was Nicholas Kis. Thus, his reputation had

to wait 250 years for proper recognition.

Because of the political and financial

uncertainities in Transylvania at that time, Kis

decided to print the Hungarian Bible in Holland

itself at his own expense. The new Bishop István

Horti encouraged Nicholas Kis in his ambitions.

Kis finished the printing of 3000 copies of The

Bible in June 1685, 4200 copies of The Book

of Psalms in 1686 and 4200 copies of The New

Testament in 1687. Binding of all the copies

were not completed before Kis left Amsterdam

in 1689.

Kis wanted to elevate the cultural level

of his people through literary exposure. Kis

wanted to produce high quality Hungarian

books, in Transylvania . In Kolozsvár (Cluj-

Napoca), Transylvania, he produced books on

Miklós M. Tótfalusi Kis (1650-1702)
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a wide variety of subjects, including multilingual

(Latin & Hungarian) Law, Mathematics, Bible

Guides, Religious Instructions, Genealogy,

popular Tragic-Comedies, household Cook

Books, Children’s Books and many others.

Despite the fact that he had no wealthy patrons

or sponsors to help him financially, he did all

these on his own in his mission of promoting

the intellectual advancement of his countrymen,

and introduce them to modern concepts and

ideas by making available high quality books to

them.

Nicholas Kis was a scholar, type

designer, punch-cutter, printer, and publisher but

above all, he was a visionary, and by producing

books of high quality he wanted to elevate the

cultural level of the people of his country. At a

time of religious and political upheaval and

social turmoil in Transylvania, the ideas and

efforts of Kis had a notable influence on the

Hungarians. (Nowadays Hungarians live not

only in Hungary but also in the countries around.

The territory of Transylvania now makes part

of Romania. Apart from the population of

Hungary, many Hungarians -speaking

Hungarian language- also live in the territory

of Romania, Slovakia etc., where the ancient

principality of Transylvania once existed).

Miklós Apáti (1662-1724)

Miklós Apáti was a student who studied

theology and medicines in Leiden. In Hungary

he later became a reformed priest and physician.

His great grandfather had published a

Herbarium, perhaps because of which he

became interested in flowers and plants. Apáti

met in the Netherlands a number of physicians

and botanists like Paul Hermann, Johannes

Munnicks, editor of parts 2-5 of the Hortus

Malabaricus. Through them he got acquainted

with the huge project on the Hortus

Malabaricus that was being carried out in

Leiden and Amsterdam at that time. During that

period a lot of Hungarians were visiting the

botanical gardens and universities in Leiden and

Amsterdam. Apáti must have been one of them,

particularly because of his association with Van

Poot.

Deciding to go back home, Nicolas Kis

had entrusted his friend pastor Miklós Apáti

with the responsibility of binding of the

remaining larger part of his printed books and

transporting them through Danzig (Gdansk)

and Poland to Hungary. Apáti was a student of

reformed Debrecen theologian György

Martonfalvi Tóth and a known figure of

Hungarian Cartesians.

Apáti was a follower of Pierre Poiret,

the master of modern European psychology and

irrational rationalism. Like Descartes, Apáti

believed that man’s cognitive ability was

limitless; he adopted Descartes’ terminology and

methodology in arguing that free will was the

keystone of self-knowledge, and that the

principal instrument for understanding man’s

environment was mathematics. The publication

in Amsterdam of Apáti’s main work, Vita

triumphans civilis (1688), was facilitated by

moral and financial support from Debrecen’s

municipal council and, perhaps from the College

of Debrecen located in Debrecen, which is the

oldest continuously operating institution of

higher education in Hungary since 1538. It

appears that Transylvania’s prince also

supported him in his activities.

Among the Hungarian Cartesians the

name of Miklós Apáti is well known. A Post

Graduate in Theology Miklós Tótfalusi Kis,

perhaps through the influence of his friend pastor

Miklós Apáti, and also because of his own social

outlook, was interested in every sphere of

knowledge including medicine and the laws of

nature, as can be inferred from the books printed

and distributed by him.
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Cartesianism

Cartesianism is a set of philosophical

traditions and scientific attitudes developed by

French philosopher René Descartes (1596–

1650), who was residing in Amsterdam. It was

a broad intellectual movement that dominated

the European scene in the seventeenth century.

The foremost philosophical paradigm of the

period, it was the subject of passionate debate

and strong opposition both within the

universities and in society at large. The central

idea of Cartesianism is that the mind is separate

from the body and that the mind can be better

and more fully understood than the body. One’s

essential identity is one’s mind and the interior

processes of the mind have more reality than

the physical processes of the body. It follows

from this that your thought (subjectivity) is more

important than anything outside you in the

physical world (objectivity).

Cartesianism affirmed the two positive

axioms of the supremacy of reason, and the

invariability of the laws of nature; and its

instrument was a new rigorous analytical

method, which was applicable to history as well

as to physical knowledge.

The axioms had hurtful and

controversial corollaries. The immutability of

the processes of nature collided with the theory

of an active Providence. The supremacy of

reason advocated by Cartesianism shook the

powers from which authority and tradition had

long been intimidating common men.

Consequence of these new ideas in the field of Medicine

It was mainly in the sphere of medicine

that new theories found practical application.

This development mirrored what was happening

in Western Europe, but with some distinctly

Transylvanian features. In the mid-1600s, three

very different groups were responsible for public

health in Transylvania. People who fell ill wanted

to obtain treatment from domestic healers,

barbers, or doctors. By ancient custom, people

in rural areas and market towns, and the poorer

townspeople as well, turned to healers for help.

Traditionally, the landowner’s wife was duty

bound to look after the people on their estate.

The medicine cabinet of Noblewomen

traditionally contained medicinal herb remedies.

There was a proliferation of midwives, women

herbalists, and male as well as female healers in

the villages and towns.

Perhaps the most important task faced

by medical scientists in the European heartland

as well as in Transylvania those days was to

convey their knowledge in an intelligible and

readily applicable fashion, to the many local

healers. No one did more in this respect than

Ferenc Pápai Páriz. After being introduced to

Cartesianism, Pápai left Transylvania in 1672

to pursue his studies, first at Leipzig, then at

Frankfurt an der Oder, Marburg, Heidelberg, and

finally at Basel, where he obtained his medical

diploma. His book published from Kolozsvár

(1690) in Hungarian: “Pax corporis; or, An

Essay on the Causes, Sources, and Cures of the

Human Body’s Internal Diseases”, served as a

practical guide to treatment, and thus met an

urgent social need.

The most significant consequence of his work

was a definitive shift in emphasis from miracle

cures to medical science. The author gave precise

definitions of health, illness, and pain. He drew

a clear distinction between investigations of the

body and of the mind, but he explained how the

two interacted by way of the nervous system.

Witchcraft and miracles were during that period

the order of the day in Transylvania as well as in

most other parts of Europe.

The witchcraft trials offer a glimpse into

the physical and emotional state of people in the

villages, market towns, and in the larger towns.

Scholars noted early on that the witchcraft trials

in Transylvania differed markedly from those in

Western Europe. The trials, which occurred
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more frequently in towns than in villages,

originated mainly in cases of illness. Charges of

witchcraft were brought variously against

noblewomen, peasant women and midwives.

The testimonies reveal that all of them got into

trouble because of their practice of healing.

Dismissing miracles, amulets, and

healing rituals, Pápai Páriz based medical

treatment on the laws of nature and common

sense. He took a firm and reasoned stand against

superstition. Since the book was intended to

serve not only doctors, but village and domestic

healers a well, the author devoted considerable

attention to popular treatments and medically-

proven herbal remedies. However, it was

difficult for him to distinguish between some of

the time-tested popular cures and magic potions.

The medical science was still in its infancy in

Europe and even the qualified physicians were

largely depending on the medicines (plants)

brought by the Arab traders to the

Mediterranean ports from where they were

transported to all over Europe.

Publication of Hortus Malabaricus from Amsterdam and its impact on science and

culture in the 17th century Europe

It was during this period a book on the

medicinal plants of Malabar, a far away place

in the tropical India, was published from

Amsterdam. The book, Hortus Malabaricus,

was compiled by Van Rheede, the then Dutch

Governor of Cochin in Malabar. In those days

he was routinely importing medicines from The

Netherlands to treat the illnesses of his soldiers

in the Dutch garrison in Cochin. Van Rheede

discovered that the expensive medicines he was

bringing all the way from Amsterdam were

nothing but common medicinal plants naturally

growing in and around Cochin. Interrogating

the local Malabarees he also came to know the

names of many plants and their uses as medicine

by the native physicians Arab traders were

gathering them from here and taking to

European cities. Malabar was a land known

from time immemorial in Egypt, Persia, Greece

and Rome for its spices as well as medicinal

plants. As it were Arabs who were bringing and

selling them there, these medicinal plants were

known to the Europeans as “Arab medicine”.

Further enquiry revealed that, while the

medical knowledge was in its rudimentary stage

in Europe, it was a highly developed science in

Malabar (India) with a recorded history of over

two millennia. A popularly referred

“Encyclopaedia of Medicine”

(Characasamhita) and an “Encyclopaedia of

Surgery” (Sushrutasamhita) were in existence

in India for more than 2,000 years. For many

centuries traditional native physicians in

Malabar were employing local plants for the

well-being of the people and for successfully

treating all their illnesses. Van Rheede decided

to compile with the help of the most famous

and authoritative Malabar physicians, a detailed

book about the medicinal plants of Malabar,

the diseases to treat which they are used and

the methods of preparation and application of

the drugs. The result was the 12-Volume

scientific treatise Hortus Malabaricus, published

in Latin from Amsterdam during 1678-1693.

The impact of this book in Europe has already

been discussed in detail elsewhere. When the

first volume of Hortus Malabaricus was

published, it was lauded as a classic by the

academicians and professionals. The curiosity

of its contents ignited the imagination of the

lay readers and rich merchants alike. The

bewildering variety of the plants described and

illustrated in it flabbergasted the European

herbalists and physicians. From then onwards,

the captains of every ship leaving the European

ports were advised to bring back plant

specimens from the tropical lands they are

visiting. The deluge of plants that followed in

later years, convinced them that the systems of
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classification of plants and the methods of their

study being followed by the European scientists

and physicians, need thorough revision and that

Botany is a subject vast enough to be treated as

a special branch of study of its own. It was this

realization which later resulted in weaning

Botany away from Medicine, of which the former

was a part till then, as a separate branch of

science.

It is mentioned in Hortus Malabaricus,

that the medicinal uses of the plants described in

it, are quoted from the “family books” of the

“Collatt Vaidyas”. Itty Achudan being the current

Collatt Vaidyan, supplemented his own practical

experiences in medical treatments. These medical

books are maintained continuously for several

centuries as the valuable heritage properties of

the traditional physicians. The family book not

only served as a guide, but was in turn constantly

enriched by recording the experiences of the

individual physician of a new generation. Many

ancient people all over the world might claim to

have had traditional medical knowledge but they

have no authoritative documentary evidence to

prove it. With Hortus Malabaricus, Van Rheede

provides a scientific proof, personally certified

by the most famous medical practitioners of that

period, in their own hand-writing, who were also

the collaborators of the project. The statements

were authenticated by the official interpreters and

translators of the Dutch East India Company

(VOC), and endorsed by Van Rheede, the

Governor himself.

In the cities in Transylvania as in most

other regions of Europe in those days, the

physicians had to prescribe imported medicines,

which were rare and expensive. When people in

villages and small towns became ill they were

mostly going to healers with no professional

medical background, and had to depend on

healing rituals, miracles and amulets. A shift from

witchcraft and miracle cures to modern medical

sciences was brought in to the psyche of at least

some people with modern education, due to

Cartesianism and other (so called) rationalistic

thoughts. Modern medicine meant treatment

with medicinal plants, as Allopathy (generally

called “Modern Medicine”) was only being

born. However, medically proven herbal

remedies were almost non-existent in Europe

in those days, as against in Malabar.

It was in these circumstances of affairs

the first few Volumes of Hortus Malabaricus

were published from Amsterdam, with

participation of physicians and scholars from

Leiden, Amsterdam and Utrecht as well. In the

17th century, Medicine was already a highly

developed science in Malabar. Ayurvedic system

of medicine that originated in India more than

2000 years ago relies mostly on medicinal plant

products. Approximately 80% of India’s 1.25

billion population uses Ayurveda through more

than one-half million Ayurvedic practitioners

working in 2,860 Ayurvedic hospitals and

24,100 clinics.

Five hundred years before the beginning

of the Christian Era, Medical discipline was a

well advanced science in Malabar, with the

traditional native physicians employing local

plants for the well-being of their people. While

there is occasional mention in the folklore about

plants with super-natural powers, healing here

is accepted by common people not as a witch-

craft or miracle but a pure science based on

universal laws. Bits and pieces of this

information on medicinal plants which have

great healing powers had trickled to

Mediterranean port cities in Europe through

Arab traders selling them. The original source-

land of these plants was, however, unknown

and inaccessible to the Europeans.

The appearance of the comprehensive,

fully authentic, 12-volume scientific book in

Latin describing hundreds of native medicinal

plants with therapeutic properties, and the

methods of preparation and application of the

drugs must have been a revelation to a people
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who were till then depending on superstition and

witch craft to treat their common diseases. The

approach of the people of Malabar to their health

problems based on a highly advanced system of

medical science, as against the miracle cures,

witchcrafts and superstitions were considered

as a model worth emulating by the followers of

the Cartesian and other new European ideas.

Through Abraham van Poot, the two Hungarian

Theologians with pronounced social

commitments, Miklós Tótfalusi Kis and Miklós

Apáti who were in The Netherlands at the time

of publication of Hortus Malabaricus were

naturally attracted to the immense possibilities

and relevance of the book, as a vehicle of

progress for their own country and their

common people.
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